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link: echoes of paranormal anomaly vol 1 we sampled several rooms and evp’s in our official haunted location. the evps were
captured with a sennheiser sx/40 pin capsule. the different rooms include a guest room, a bathroom, a prison cell, and a boy’s
bedroom. the instruments is designed to interface with your kontakt sampler in order to perform the haunted soundscapes on
your own daw. you can adjust the different layers and have full control of the audio processing. the instrument also features the
ability to add efx and reverb while performing the haunted soundscapes which will give your performance a distinctive sound.
the sampler provides the best quality ‘echo’/ reverb and the binaural imaging feature will immerse you in the haunted house
feel. this is not only a great piece of equipment for haunted location sound but also extremely useful for those who want to
create haunted soundscapes on their daws. link: haunted mythical hills lead we sampled a couple spots in one of our dedicated
haunted spots, the mythical hills. the samples were captured with a sennheiser amx pin capsule. using various filtering/ eq’s it is
a great opportunity to create haunting soundscapes on your own daws. the instrument works as a standalone or you can add it
to your existing library. link: haunted sounds of the deep we sampled some rooms at our very own haunted spots, the deep. the
recordings were captured with sennheiser 451 pin capsules at various distances. these instruments will immerse you in the lost
bayou feeling. the instruments also have some special filtering, dynamics and eq’s to give the listener the experience of being in
a lost bayou swamp.
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link: incision inspired by a free kontakt library called elegant synths. it features a large collection of sounds, from vintage to
modern, along with which, we are certain its your new favorite! when you download incision, you will be able to immediately

save 20 presets. incision features many features such as: layers, alt, multi and arp modes voice leading keyboard mapping bpm
mapping a wide selection of parameters 3 different instruments: wave, lead, noise etc. the host of presets and snapshots

available is a piece of cake, as are the layers that are able to be added. the interface is also clear and intuitive, with no confusion
whatsoever with respect to the linear order of your sounds. the presets include a great range of sounds, with everything from
buzzes, wobbles, crackles, chirps and hums through to harmonic modulations and multi-sampled sounds. a good variety and

balance is found within, making this a wonderful kontakt library from which anyone can benefit. included in both the free and full
versions of this software are 18 patches, spread across three pages of options. the presets are made up of sounds that are

varied in their moods, textures and complexity, whilst there are also some effects, with delay, distortion and reverb sounds that
are both useful and effective. new in this release are the mode presets, which enable you to have up to four layers, each with its
own set of adjustments, which can be combined with both the sounds and effects. you can switch between the four pages for the
presets, and this allows for the tweaking of the individual sounds and effects, as well as syncing them up with a certain colour for

more cohesive results. 5ec8ef588b
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